XONE 62

FEATURE LIST
6 dual stereo channels
RIAA preamps for turntables on 4 inputs, XLR/TRS jack on 2

Stereo mix outputs
Balanced mix outputs on XLR with level control

Auxiliary send
From every channel for monitoring or effects sends

Outputs
This 6-channel professional DJ mixer has become
the industry standard for club and bar installations
worldwide. As a purebred club mixer, it has truly
raised the bar in terms of DJ mixer audio quality
and has also quickly become the mixer of choice
for many of the world’s greatest DJ’s, thanks to
its pristine sound and creative tool set.
The mixer is bristling with features to make DJ’s
drool: from the 4 band EQ - which means you can
get more creative with your mix - to the phenomenal
VCF filters; the aux send to incorporate external
FX into the mix; the 10 stereo inputs, which allow
connection to up to 4 turntables and 2 mics with
keyboards, samplers, CD and MP3 players; and
the split cue feature, allowing you to hear the
main mix in one ear and the track you’re cueing
in the other.
If you’re a club or bar owner and want to install a
mixer which any DJ would be ecstatic to find in the
DJ Box, this mixer’s for you. And if you’re a DJ who
simply wants to be taken seriously, take a XONE:62.
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Booth monitor, headphone and RCA recording outputs

Voltage Controlled Filters
2 independent stereo filters with frequency and
resonance control

4 band EQ
Stereo channels have +6dB boost to preserve headroom
and -26dB cut for creative mixing

VCA crossfaders
P&G professional crossfader

Monitor section
Independent per-channel cue selection, split cue
and aux monitor. Ships with channel cue routed
as post-EQ to headphones

Mounting
Desk, custom rack or 19” rack mount

Power Supply
High performance Internal switch-mode supply

